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Choose the correct word for each sentence.

He ___________ poorly to the news that we would be moving soon.
reaction
reacted
react
We ___________all our clothes in boxes because we weren’t sure how long we would be staying.
kept
wrapped
allowed
The boys __________ the clothes into the box.
wrapped
kept
put
I didn’t __________ how much I would miss him until he was gone.
really
reality
realize
I remember faces very well = I'm __________________________ 
  good with faces
  good at faces
  good in faces
Do you have any __________________________ on you?
  cards of business
  work cards
  business cards
Lowest paying jobs = __________________________ jobs
  Small wage
  Minimum wage
  Little wage

Rap or Wrap: Study the different meanings and practice in sentences.

wrap up: fold paper or cloth tightly around something to cover it EX: Hurry and wrap up the presents 
before she arrives for her birthday party. Wrap the baby in a warm blanket before leaving the house.
wrap: wind cloth or bandage around something EX: The nurse wrapped my sprained wrist in an elastic 
bandage.
wrap up: finish or complete EX: We wrapped up the business agreement in less than a day.
wrapper: a piece of paper or plastic that covers something EX: Don’t leave candy wrappers on the floor.
wrapping: something used to cover something else EX: She tore off the wrapping of the first present.
rap: a kind of music where the words are not sung, but spoken in a rhyming, rhythmic way EX: Many 
teens listen to rap music.
rapper: a person who performs rap EX: Kanye West is a popular rapper.
rap: to hit with a series of quick blows: EX: He rapped on the door many times, but no one answered.

More Idioms Used in a Business Setting
Discuss the idioms below then fill in the blanks with the correct idiom.



(to) keep something under wraps
to keep something secret; to not let anybody know about a new project or plan

gut reaction
reaction based on strong feeling or intuitio

(to) pass the buck
to shift the blame; to blame somebody else
President Harry Truman supposedly had a sign on his desk, “The buck stops here.” What do you think he meant?

(to) pull your own weight
to do your share of the work

(to) pull the plug
to put a stop to a project or initiative, usually because it's not going well; to stop something from moving forward; to 
discontinue

(to) rally the troops
to motivate others; to get other people excited about doing something; to do something to improve the morale of the 
employees and get them energized about doing their work

Note: The verb "to rally" has several definitions, but in this case means to "call together for a common goal or 
purpose." Troops is an informal way of describing a group of employees. The term comes from the military - a troop 
is a military unit.

reality check
let's think realistically about this situation (said when you don't like something that's being suggested because you 
don't think the other person is thinking practically or logically)

Fill in the Blank with the phrases above:

After losing millions of dollars drilling for oil in Nebraska and finding nothing, the oil company finally 
__________________ on its exploration project.

Don't rely on others to get your job done. You need to _________________________. 

You think we can start selling our products through our website next month? Time for a __________________! 
Nobody at our company knows anything about e-commerce.

 I'm sorry I can't tell you anything about the project I'm working on. My boss told me to ___________________.

After the lay-offs and salary cuts, the airline president organized a meeting to ________________________ and 
plan for the next year.

My ______________________ tells me I should not take a job at this company. I have a strong feeling that they are 
not in good financial condition.

You’re the one who forgot to turn in the expense report. It’s your fault, so don’t try to ______________________.


